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We published a guideline for clinical laboratory tests (JSLM 2015) in November 2015. This guideline is unique regarding its multi-disciplinary character, compared with most guidelines from scientific groups that were developed to answer specific clinical questions or overcome problems that were not easily solved by reviewing standard references or textbooks. On the other hand, the JSLM guideline and committee of this publication were developed in response to the introduction of the prospective payment system (DRG/PPS or DPC: diagnosis procedure complex) in Japanese healthcare insurance. We needed a resource explaining the "selection of laboratory tests in a clinically effective and also economically reasonable way". The committee was founded in 1988, and the guideline was provided in 1989 as a draft. "JSLM 2015" is the seventh version of this laboratory test guideline, and the contents have been updated to be consistent with the latest concept in the wide area of clinical medicine. Because laboratory medicine has to cover a very wide clinical area, it is often difficult for laboratory physi- cians, or those with a similar profession, to have specific subspecialty knowledge to be able to deal with all specific problems raised in clinical laboratory facilities. We developed the guideline under the concept of providing "a resource to meet the least minimum requirement in everyday performance of laboratory medi- cine", and we believe that this guideline will compensate for the lack of knowledge required for the resolution of all problems in the clinical laboratory. [Review].